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By Agrippa

Grid setup: This is a normal grid. If you stare at the grid, you will see some patterns. Maybe a few
characters here and there. I saw them. I saw the first two letters of the theme word. But note that the
grid was not made with an intent to secretly have these characters. So, don't go staring at the grid.
Fair warning: If you stare too long at the grid, you might end up with a headache.

Post solve instructions:

The puzzle has three famous works of 15A. Two of the works are clued in the grid and the third one
is depicted by the title. Identify these and answer the questions below. The puzzle also has six words
that homophonically represent seven music syllables. Identify them.
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Across
1 Be furious - ruble for old fruit (5)
4,
11

An oratorio lacking alto, primarily composed with sa-pa-sa notes
about essence of atma (2,7,7)

9 Actor loses lead role, becomes unknown person in US (3)
10 Hundred and two ducks murmur (3)
12 Fortune 500 list at last? (3)
13 Flower show in ice about ornamental plants (6,5)
15 Gosh! Rebecca held tight 1, 3 and musician (4)
16 Nurse a lost gray deer (5,4)
25,
18

A collection of compositions burly crooning bands created,
perhaps not daily (11,9)

22 Why around mid-afternoon husband left for a reveal?(4)
26 Basically, first African to run a great distance (3)
29 Expert trader, mainly single, is solvent (7)
30 Noodles starter of manicotti with cheese stuffing (3)
31 Drink made with water & leaf essentially (3)
32 Set off reverse trend regularly by working with a spread (9)
33 Loofahs maybe of this plant used in making hats (5)

Down
1 Logician tangled with 15 and 3 playing soccer. Gah! he bled (5)
2 Matter-of-fact record Vatican interiors after central Mass (7)
3 Strangely, Cher begs 1, 15 mainly to leave artist (6)
4 Clasp on sorcereress's back (7)
5 Last pieces of program NSA setup - top code for cryptography -

for the using of earth's surface representations (7)
6 Mistook boot for book by reading... "Enterprise"? (4)
7 Cheapie recounts every so often resulting in value reduction (7)
8 Get alone on the air in a grimacing manner (9)
14 Song about everyone (4)
15 Young one goes back with king to get on carriage (9)
17 Source of French & Spanish is making a comeback (4)
19 Reverend's drink den is most divine (7)
20 "GEB: an Eternal Golden Braid": abandoning G, Abe enrolled with

model for digression (7)
21 Removed trash from pound, as doctor briefly left for South

Carolina with recurring odd dream (7)
23 Making false if not true deductively often is... (7)
24 A favour son accepts (6)
27 Power from resitance to all (5)



27 Power from resitance to all (5)

28 Ear canal head phones essentially boxed right (4)


